Literature-derived absorption coefficients for 39 chemicals via oral and inhalation routes of exposure.
Absorption refers to the amount of a chemical or substance that is able to cross biological membranes and be taken up by the blood for subsequent distribution to target tissues. The term absorption coefficient, as used here, is a numerical descriptor characterizing that fractional uptake by the blood and represents an approximation of the biological "dose" ultimately responsible for toxicity or other effects following exposure or chemical administration. Regulatory agencies utilize absorption coefficients in deriving acceptable daily intake values and health advisory indices, as well as in quantifying radiological risk. However, absorption coefficients do not exist for many chemicals due to a paucity of appropriate toxicological data. As a result, regulatory policy must often provide default options that assume, for example, 100% absorption by all routes to permit evaluation of "data-gap" chemicals. This paper attempts to improve the situation by providing a discrete source of route-specific absorption coefficients that are based on experimental data reported in the open literature. The estimates presented here are the result of an extensive investigation of three data bases (TOXLINE, HSDB, and CIS), many agency documents, and nearly 200 articles from 30 scientific journals. Acknowledging that absorption efficiency varies with dietary status, age, and several other situation-specific factors, the estimates presented here are intended to reflect absorption by the average adult human.